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The Experience:  River 
Valley Winter Segway 
Trekking Tours – seeing 
the River Valley and the 
City of Edmonton like 
never before.  

An Edmonton Tourism 
Signature experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

Imagine gliding effortlessly thru a beautiful snow filled river valley. Frosted birch trees and evergreens heavy with 
snow surround you as singing Snow Bunting Sparrows fly from tree to tree. The powerful North Saskatchewan Riv-
er seems stilled by a layer of thick pale blue ice. The sun shines  like a brilliant golden ball against a perfect azure 
blue Alberta winter sky.  The air is crisp and clean. In this moment of complete serenity you have almost forgotten 
that this beautiful winter wonderland is set in the middle of the incredible metropolitan City of Edmonton and North 
America’s largest urban parkland.   

You are only reminded once your friendly segway tour guide turns to you and says   “lets’ stop here for a moment to 
take in the Edmonton downtown skyline”. The whole city is blanketed in snow and sparkling like diamond dust.  It 
is beautiful.   

You are seeing the City of Edmonton like never before. As you continue gliding down the groomed park trails on 
your segway tour, you almost feel as though you are flying.  You can’t help but smile, losing yourself to that “feel-
ing like a kid again” moment that the segway brings rushing back to you.  So easy to learn and incredible to ride, the 
fun filled segway tour seems to fly by in minutes but the memories of the smiles, laughs and awe last you a lifetime. 

60 minute Segway Adventure Retail $59 Winter Cities Shake up Discounted rate 25% $44.25 

90 minute Segway Adventure Retail $89 Winter Cities Shake up Discounted rate 25% $66.75 

Edm Tourism link http://exploreedmonton.com/experiences/river-valley-adventure-co 
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The Experience- River Valley Snowshoe tours and rentals 

Discover what it feels like to walk on clouds by strapping on a pair of snowshoes and challenging ultra-
deep snowdrifts. Be surprised at the sensation of treading lightly across deep snow. The cool stillness of 
the forest is broken only by the crunch of snowshoes. A light snow begins to fall, frosting the scarves and 
toques of your companions. The peaceful winter scene is unchanged since the early explorers traversed 
this very land. 

Hourly rentals $7/hr 

Daily rentals $25/hr 

Tours $15/hr/person 

URBAN GREEN CAFE-RIVER FRONT PATIO 

We strive to carry the highest quality of products to ensure our guests are able to enjoy a relaxing time on 
our riverfront patio which looks out into the River Valley. We have Intelligentsia Fresh Roasted coffee, 
Pinocchio gelato and our Edmonton river valley famous Urban Green Peanut Butter Granola Bars. Our 
menu is ever expanding and includes lattes, cappuccinos, espressos, hot chocolates and seasonal treats as 
well as an expanded menu offering. We will be open during the conference so if delegates want to come 
grab a hot drink and go for a walk or stop and warm up, the view is amazing! 


